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DESERT WING DROPS 10,000 TONS. THIS YEAR

. R.A.F. Mustangs and Kittyhawks of a well known fighter-bomber vang

of the Desert Air Force have dropped over 10,000 tons of bombs on enemy

front lino targets since the beginning of the year.

In August, the Wing dropped 2,500 tons of bombs and flow 700,000

miles. Three thousand sorties, in close support of the Eighth Army,

wore made during the month and seventeen congratulatory messages wore

received from the Army.
At the beginning of the year, the Mustangs and LN.ttyhawks participated

in many successful anti-shipping strikes and gave close support--to the-Army.

Wing was on the scene during the struggle for the Cassino heights,

and, on one outstanding day, gave close support to an American corps at the Anzio

beachhead, to the Fifth Army at Cassino, and to the Eighth Army .on the

Adriatic sector, in addition to bombing petrol installations in Yugoslavia.
A

Moro recently, the Wing gave timely support to the Americans and the

French advancing on Fame, and to the Nev; Zealanders battering the Germans

®trcnchod in strong hill positions before Florence,

The last few tons of bombs to make up the total of 10,000 tons wore

dropped on over 50 loaded goods wagons northwest of Bologna* by a'RAF

Mustang squadron led by Flight Sergeant A.J. D’Avoinc, of 11, Wohler Road,

Weston-super-Mare.
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POLKH SIM WXPET

’’Vilne” Polish Fighter Squadron were patrolling east of their ’base

in Normandy when, near Le Havre, they spotted whot looked like a

midget-sub'narine and attacked it with cannon fire.

The submarine started to swing right and left, but it w.'S too late

in taking evasive action. The Spitfire pilots pressed home their

attack. After two assaults the white wake of the miniature submarine

disappeared and it came to a standstill. The pilots made two further

attacks and the submarine went to the- bottom.

Subscquently, other Polish pilots of the ’’PoShan" Fighter Squadron

of the some wing came upon sene other miniature submarines and sank them

with gun. fire.
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HITHER’S BATMAN

Among the German prisoners taken by a patrol during tho operations

near GHENT r writes an Officer Observer, was a former batman of HITHER,

He told interrogators that until 1933 he was a waiter, and then

Joined the Waffen SS, In 1937 he became one of Hitler’s three batmen

as one of the Black Bodyguard, He was promoted Sergeant and held the

job until 1940 when ho came into disfavour and was thrown into a con-

centration camp at Daschau for reasons which, he said, were never dis-

closed.

He says that Hitler’s moods change frequently. H: alternates

between kindness and brutality, He is very nervous and never sleeps

before 3 a»m« ord wakes at lOp Ho breakfasts on arrowroot and milk

and never smokos, cats meat or drinks alcohol, Contrary to other

reports, the former batman states that the Fuhrcr is not impartial to

blondes, and is fond of a typist on his staff. She visits Hitler in

a special car escorted by men of the Bodyguard.

When Ribbentrop telephoned from Moscow in ’1939 that he had persuaded the

Soviet to sign an agreement with Germany following the Munich crises, the

batman states Hitler screamed and danced for Joy, shouting "I.didn’t think it

would workl”

MILITARY JWAIRS
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SIXTH AIRBORNE DIVISION, IN ACTION FOR FIRST TIME, LIBERATED 350 SQUARE MILES OF FRANCE

Fron n -Mlitory Observer Y/ith the British. 6th Airborne Div*,
At the River prisle

I was with the British 6th Airborne Division when it hurled itself from the skies

into German-occupied France in the early hours of June 6, 1944; I was with them./when

for the next fortnight they fought heroic action after heroic action within a few miles

of the East bank of the River Orne; I was with them for many of the agonising weeks

that followed-when, without respite and under constant mortar and shell fire, they kept

the enemy patiently at bay while the rest of the Allied liberating forces swung through

Normandy on the pivot they held; and I was with them during the nine days in which

they ran through Normandy to liberate over 350 square miles of territory. It was a

wonderful nine days* What a” job they have done. One of which everyone in the

\

division from the General downwards can be proud.

As I ’write, the Division stands firmly established along the western-bank of the

River Prisle from the sea to Pont Audemer. Apart from the odd Hun skulking in ditches

and hedgerows waiting to bo rounded up, every German has been cleared out between the

prisle and the River Orne, some 45 miles away, where the Division stood ten days ago*

Now that other divisions are storming across the Prisle, and that, within a matter

of hours, we shall be behind the'line for the first tine since; June 6, it seems that you

at home should have a summary of whnt can be - and has been - achieved by a division

tasting action for the first time.

It is old history now how these men from all over England and Canada landed by

parachute and glider in France on "D” day and performed feats of undying glory to

ensure the success of our invasion* Old history, yes, but never to be .forgot cen by

anyone who had the honour to take even a minor part in it, They fought the enemy alone

for several hours on that memorable morning and they paid, the* price; BUT EVERY JOB THE

DIVISION WAS GIVEN TO DO WAS DONE AND Y/ELL DONE BEFORE FURST LIGHT BROUGHT OUR SEABORNE

FORCES STORMING UP THE BEACHES. When you meet these boy/s ask the parachutists ho*w they

hold the Orne bridgehead and stormed the Morvillc coast gguns; ask the Royal Engineers

how they blew the River Dives bridges before daylight, ask the glider—born men how chey

/crash landed
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crash-landed in the dark near the Orne bridges and seized them before the Hun

realised what was happening; and.ask anyone else how they fared in the morning cf

June 6. They will tell you stories to thrill you, chill you and make you proud to

know them.

The grim and hard battles which our airborne forces fought within sight of the

Orne for the next fortnight ask the parachutists about BreviHe - are old

history too, and so are the never-to-be-forgotten weeks that followed. These eager

young fighting men, unprepared for a long, static war, were forced by circumstance

to sit and watch the Hun over seme AOO to 500 yards of No-Man’s-Land for nine weeks,

with patrolling, snipers, mortars and shells taking their daily toll* No one had

been able to foresee it and no one could help it; but for men who were straining at

the leash the suspense was almost unbearable.

You could sense it everywhere you went in those awkward weeks* Everywhere

there was the feeling: l- ’’Let’s get cracking cr let’s get home, re-equip and re-form

and do another airborne job.” But it just couldn’t be managed. Everything had to

be pushed in on the fast-moving, successful fronts; the airborne just had to stick

it out* And stick it out they did; wonderfully well*

They stuck it out until the afternoon of August 16 - another memorable date

in the history of the 6th Airborne Division* Then came a great opportunity. They

were not slow to seize it* They had waited for it with patience for nine weeks*

First brigades and battalions stood-to; then the division stood-to and at first

light on August 17 began one of the greatest chases of this or any other war*

The enemy was given no respite and gave none in return* In nine days we chased

him from the Orne to the Irlnlc; in seme towns and. villages he left strong rear-

guards to stand and fight, in others he moved out so quickly without fighting that

the boys of the Airborne Division,, ill-equipped in transport for this fast-moving

battle, had to exert the last ounce of foot-slogging energy to keep up with him*

It may be pride in a division I have known for so long, but I do not think any

other division could have done it. The Hun blew every bridge across country

covered with woods, railways and rivers, but the Airborne Diviaion, and their Dutch

and Belgian colleagues couldn’t be stopped* They swam the rivers to keep in hot

pursuit* They forced jeeps and mnt*-sr-cycles over the piles of rubble caused by Hun

demolitions* somehow cr other, food and supplies were got through to the swiftly

advancing infantry* Men anxious to get to the forefront of the fight clung on to

jeepa and trailers- -wad hoped for the best*
/Wherever the Hun
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urho’ever the Hun stood to fight (at Dozule and at Pont I’Eveque which was itself

a triumph in and near the blazing wreckage of a town) he was trounccde’ When crawled

away by dark, his remnants were rounded up and the multitude were chased on.

A Division -which was fast-losing its life and its personality and which had

(quite -wrongly) a feeling that it was becoming a forgotten army found everything

again in the first hours of this nc-w struggle.- Vigour, life and a spirit such as only

those who have seen them can believe came out again in these men; if you -want to know'

anything now about that ask any of over 1,000 prisoners they have rounded up.

And now it is over. Tired and weary after nine days and nights of fighting, marching

and, yes, running, the Airborne Division is on its final objectives. From June 6 until

August 26 they have fought without a break the longest spell of any Division now in

France and they can still claim that THEY HAVE NEVER YET BEEN ASKED TO DO A JOB WITH-

OUT LATER BEING ABLE TO REPORT IT V.ELL AND TRULY DONE.

0 There arc, I think, two outstanding reasons for the immediate success of this

hitherto untested Division the first airborne Division ever to be put into action

as a complete formation. The first is the inspiring leadership and example of their

General, Major-General Richard Nelson Gale, 0.8.E., M.C., D.S.O.J the second, the

discipline and spirit of the men.

General Gale was not only the man behind Britain’s first-ever parachute brigade,

and thus an authority on airborne warfare; he has, too, the dash, the initiative and,

above all, the inspiring confidence needed for shock troops of this sort. His M.C.

was won while serving with the machine-gunners in the last v/ar; his D.S.O. was an

the

immediate award in the field soon after/Normandy campaign had started. It was not

awarded for dynamic planning (though, goodness knows, this airborne campaign has been

as audacious in its conception as it has been successful in its execution) but for

personal example "when with his forward troops in action".

And "forward troops" MEANS what it says. I have scon Major-General Richard

Nelson Gale in the thick of the fray, not with his leading "brigades, not with his

leading battalions or even with their leading companies. No, he has been up with

platoons and sections, giving the inspiration of his presence to his men when they

been up against it. Never was it more true to say that here is a General who

will not send his men where he will not go himself.

W
/And of
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And of the men, it can only be said that they have never let down either

their General or their country. No -wonder General Gale is proud of his

Division you have- only to speak to him to know that.

There is among officers, N.C.O’s and men alike a spirit that is

indescribable. It is the spirit of men who have volunteered for the toughest,

most dangerous and most dramatic of all the jobs there are in 'War; of men who

are fighting with all the dash and all the determination of -which they arc

capable. Their unconquerable spirit keeps them all-out the whole time, I once

heard General Gale tell his officers, in the days of invasion planning "I want

officers and men in my division who will not dodge the Hun, but will go looking

for them and, having found them," These arc the officers and men he

has got.

The leaders of our Allied forces have already paid high tribute to the

early -work of the British 6th Airborne Division and have stated that, -without

their gallant action, the invasion would not have been possible. The French

people have shown their appreciation of the mon who have rescued hundreds of

towns and villages in their giant jump East. Everywhere I have been I have

seen terrific demonstrations of enthusiasm and gratitude for the Airborne

Division. It is to be hoped that when the Division returns home, their deeds

will be equally appreciated and remembered.

MILITARY AFFAIRS
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H.A.S. ALDENHaIUS 150,000 i SELES IN TAO YEARS

htpic than twice round the earth every year since her commissioning is the

record of H.M.S. ALDENHALI, .anong the longest serving destroyers in the

liccliueri ancan. She has covered 150,000 miles since she went to sea early in 1942*

The two famous lialta convoys towards the end of that year and the surrender

of Zcmbra Island to her motor-boat during the Cape Bon operation, are

highlights oi her career. in addition, she has escorted well over a million

tons of shipping, sunk enemy caiques in the .Adriatic and visited every main

nost of vhe minor ports in the mediterranean;. and around the South

African coast.

I
During the conpair;n in Sicily, the ALDENH/ii; wont alongside the Tribal-class

destioyur, H.L.S. BShlnO, and, while both ships were still targets for oneny shore

Cuns, the hUEltelfs erovz put out a fire that_had teen started, in the BSKIW.

A frequent visitor to TOBRUK in the oarfy days, the are®, returned- to

the Lovaru laver go. take part in the Cos and Loros operations. Recently she

took the first three convoys into the Adriatic port of ./HOOKA and node a quick
dash from there to run a shuttle service of EUj?ply shi?cinto Southern Franco.

When Commander J.G.Farrant t? n ,c.iva-ano, r.n., oi Falmouuh, took command of the ship
last Decanter, she becanc flotilla leader. Coriander Warrant was fornorly staff

°ffiCOra
K.C.8., K.8.E.,M.V.0.

Of the original ship's cenpany who Joined the IiDENHAH when she was built, only
thirteen remain.

NAVAL AFFAIRS
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GREAT FIKES IN BWERHAVEN

Last night, R.A.F. Bomber Command kept up the offensive

against Germany with a heavy attack by Lancasters on the port of

Bremerhaven.

A large number of fire bombs was dropped soon after

9 o’clock and, before the attack was over, crew after crow reported

that the whole port seemed to be alight from end to end*.

Bremerhaven hast become of double importance to the enemy

since Emden has been so severely damaged.

Thera is a big port there, which has been used

extensively for some time by a large number of naval and other vessels.

two great pre-war liners - the Europa and the

Bremen * have sought shelter at Bremerhaven. And in addition, the

port is known to be harbouring E-boats, R-boats, minesweepers,

torpedo boats and escort vessels.

'The importance of Bremerhaven lies in its port. But there

is, too, a U-boat yard which has turned out many U-boats during the

war,
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2nd Ta?/WAIR INF. 500-

NAZIS ANNOYZD BY BRUSSELS BL/xCK I.ZJYST

AR.IX.F. /JRPIEW IN BJLGIW.X, HOM

prior to the liberation, Belgians found it patriotic to patronize the

black market in Brussels, reports Flight Lieutenant Antony Bruce, of

Cheltenham, after discussions with friends he had known before the wan?.

F/tt.Bruce, who flics a rocket-firing Typhoon of R, A. F. 2nd T. A.F.

from this advanced airfield, said "This friend told mo that through the

"Marche Noir" farmers could dispose of ’surplus’ goods, after filing false

returns, and individuals who were unpopular with the Germans could maintain

themselves. Yes, everybody seemed quite happy about it - except the Huns;

they were furious."

Interjected Flying Officer John Martin, pontypool, Monmouthshire, a

member of the same squadron: "Yes, the people tell me even the Germans took

advantage of the black market, although the penalties were very severe if

they were caught - typical Jerry Justice."
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MOSgmOS
_

BARGES

Road transport and a. large number of barges wore among targets attacked

by Mosquitos of RAF 2nd TAP during the night on the borders of Germany and

Holland,

A large train of 'barges on the river Ems south of Emden was bombed and

strafed, A small road convoy heading north towards Zwolle was attacked, and

one of ‘TKc '"veeTacldb" blow up; Near Elmolo 2f trucks were bombed and strafed,

and fires started among them.

Near Hcngclo a road-canal bridge was attacked and a direct hit made on

one of the approaches.
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Last night Lancasters of, 11,A.F. Bomber Command made

a heavy attack on Bremerhaven. Visibility was good and the

bombing was well concentrated.

Objectives in Berlin were bombed.

Night fighters and. intruder aircraft of Bomber

Command supported the bombers-, and art tacked airfields.

From these operations four of our aircraft arc missing.
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Supreme Headquarters,

Advanced Command Post-,
Allied Expeditionary J

orce,

1100 hours, S eptember 19, 1941-

The landing of Allied Airborne Troops in Holland continued yesterday.

Supplies were also landed and positions were consolidated and strengthenedi
■A

Operations arc proceeding, and in one area our ground forces have already linked

with the Airborne Troops.

In advance of the Airborne operations, fighters and fighter bombers attacked

flak boats and "positions, troops and transports. Other fighters maintained patrols

and provided escort and cover for the transport aircraft and gliders. More

than 70 flak boats and positions were put out of action, Mary motor and horse*drawn

vehicles were destroyed and an ammunition dump was blovm. up.

Opposition to the advance of our ground troops -was stubborn. In the area

west of j\NTWERP, Allied troops now fighting on Butch soil, arc advancing in spite

of stiff opposition.

Fighting continues in BOULOGNE where we have made further progress into

the town.

In southern Holland, our troops have advanced north-west of M/iASTRICT

against resistance from enemy infantry, artillery and dug-in tanks.

Elements further east have reached ÜBACHSBERG and SIMPELVELD against

moderate resistance. In AACHEN hard fighting continues. South-east of the city

we have cleared the tovm. of BUSBACH and units north-east have met strong opposition.

Mopping up of Gorman elements is in pro ress east of ROTGEN, across the

harder from EUPEN, and we have captured HOFEN, East of ST. VITH our forces in

Germany arc- meeting stiffening resistance and increasing artillery fire.

BRAIILS3HEID has been taken and wo have advanced to HONTHEIM, six miles east of

the border.

Our Armoured units moving across the LUXEF/ffiOURG-GERMAN Frontier have taken,

the town of HUTTINGEN,

In the MOSELLE Valley we have further reinforced our troops to the east

of the river,

West of the BELFORT GAP our troops, in advance of more than five miles

eastward from ST. LOUP-SUR-SWOUSE have entered the town of FOUGEROLLES. An

enemy attack near PONT-DE-ROIBE was repulsed.

According to reports so far received 32 enemy aircraft were destroyed ir,

yesterday’s overall air operation. Thirty-throe of our fighters are missing,
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E-BOATS ATTACKED OFF HOLLAND

Pour E-boats wore attacked by a Wellington of R.A.F. Coastal Command

in the early hours of this morning off Schicrnonnikoog, one of the Frisian

Islands.

The Wellington, piloted by F/gt. R, N. McGregor, of Edinburgh, scored

two direct hits on the rear vessel.
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420,000 INGWIARIJS ON BKI.LRHuVSN

In the attack on Bremerhaven last night by Lancasters of RAF

Bomber Command, over 420,000 incendiary bombs were dropped in 20 minutes

2'1,000 incendiaries every minute. By the end of the attack, crews

reported that the fires’appeared to bd completely out of control.
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SOUTH-EAST ASIA COWITO 'COfAMOUE NO. 260

September 19, 1944

Chili Hills.: After crossing the Manipur River troops of the Fifth

Indian Division advancing allng the Tiddim road have regained contact with

the enemy.-

/rakan. Our artillery and patrols were active.

Elsewhere there is nothing to report.

Fighters and fighter-bombers of the Eastern Air Command struck at

enemy targets in Arakan* Other 'aircraft attacked positions in the

neighbourhood of the Tiddim Road and the Chindwin.

Long-range R.A.F. and U.S.A.A.F. fighters and bombers carried

out successful attacks against Bham®- and railway bridges and

waterways in Southern Burma.

One of our aircraft is missing.
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COST OF LIVING FIGURES FOR IST. SEPTEMBER, 1944

At Ist. September the official cost of living index figure was .

102 points above the level of July,l9l4> showing no change as compared.

with Ist. August.

For food alone, the index figure at 1 st. September was 69 points

above the level of July, 1 914> as compared with 70 points at Ist.

August, the decline of 1 point boing due to reductions in the prices

of potatoes.

MINISTRY OF
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INCREASE IN CHEESE RATION

The Ministry of Food announces that the cheese ration

for ordinary consumers will bo increased to J ozs from

October 14th. Allowances to catering establishments and

institutions will be correspondingly increased. The ration

of 12 ozs to special classes of consumers, and the special

allowances to industrial caterers and certain other types

of establishments will remain unchanged.

The increase in the cheese ration will not be accom-

panied by any change in the number of points available to

consumers, which will remain at 24 points per period.

J TNISTRY OF FOOD
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SUGAR FOR BEES

The Ministry of Food announces that in view of the difficult season

it has been decided to increase the allowance of' sugar to bee-keepers by

5 lbs. per colony during the period up to May 31, 1945* This 5 lbs.

may be token either as an addition to the 10 lbs. winter allowance or as

an addition to the 5 Ibh. spring allowance already announced, at the

option of the bee-keeper.

Bee-keepers who have not yet applied for the winter allowance of

10 lbs* .can therefore make application now for’ 15 lbs. of sugar' per

colony. Those who have already applied for the 10 lbs* winter allow-

ance but would like to get the additional 5 lbs.. per colony immediately

can make application now on the official form obtainable from the local

Food Office, In these cases the spring feeding allowance available

during the period February 1 to May 31, 1945, will be limited to 5 lbs.

After being filled in by the applicant the form should be counter-

signed. by a responsible person, and returned by the applicant to the

pood Office*

Bee-keepers ore reminded of the necessity of leaving sufficient

honey in the hives for winter stores*

MINISTRY OR ROOD
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LONDON HOUSING PROBLEM

The Minister of Health (Mr. Rillirk) and Sir Malcolm Trustram Eve

today (Tuesday) met representatives of the London County Council end the

Metropolitan Boroughs Standing Joint Committee, and representatives of

the Association of Municipa.l Corporations and the Urban District

Councils Association within the London Region, to discuss all possible

lines of attack on the problem of emergency housing in London this

winter.

The Local Authority representatives, made a number of

suggestions to which urgent consideral ion was premised*

Sir Malcolm Trus hram Eve intends to hold, within the next fort-

night? a number of conferences with all the individual local

authorities in the region*

MINISTRY OF HEALTH
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REGIONAL COMMISSIONER VISITS SOUTH-EAST COAST

The Regional Commissioner for south-eastern England, Viscount Monscll,

to-day visited the south-east coastal areas which have been under more or

less continuous shelling from the French coast for just under two weeks,

and he praised the civil population for their fortitude and courage in

shouldering the very heavy burden they had been called upon to bear.

Not only,he said,had they successfully withstood all the enemy could

do with bombing aircraft in 1940 and 41, his cowardly tip-and-run raids of

1942 and his diabolical flying bombs of 1944, but since the fall of France

they had had the ever present threat of shelling and actual shelling from

the French coast.

Lord Monscll also paid a well-deserved tribute to the courage and

devotion to duty displayed by all the* C.D. personnel throughout the' areas

who have done so much to relieve the suffering of their fallows,

While Lord Monscll -was making his tour a shelling warning was in force

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION
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BRITAIN’S MOUNTAIN AND SNOW TROOPS

Many of the varied tasks British'Army has had to undertake during

the war in the jungles of Burma, in the North African desert, and in the valleys

and mountains of Sicily and Italy have already been recorded. Although many of

of these troops have had to learn something of the complexities of mountain war-

fare through the bitter experience of fighting in mountainous country, details can

now be given of Great Britain’s Mountain and Snow Troops specially trained for this

type of warfare.

Training for mountain warfare is highly specialised, varied and rigorous.

Mountain troops, in addition to being fully trained infantrymen, must be capable

of lohg marches over the steepest of slopes and the roughest ground while cariying

very heavy loads, and must be able to operate at high altitudes while fighting and

living Under heavy snow conditions, Such operations require a standard of physical

fitness not easily attained in order that the troops can withstand the rigours of

cold, rain, fog, and lack of shelter. These troops have become inured to these dis-

comforts and•difficulties, and have overcome the sense of loneliness and isolation

which descends upon small units on the heights of mountainous country.

During their training those mountain troops have lived under active service

conditions, and have become accustomed to camps several thousand feet high under

fcfcny feet of snow, From these camps they continued their training on skis deep

into the heart of the mountains, each man carrying his ovwi food, ammunition,

weapons, bedding, and wireless sets as required. The supply and maintenance of

these camps is a lengthy and difficult process, and the training includes the methods

for quick transfers from mechanised transport to pack mule or pack horse, and from

pack mule to man pack. Behind these camps the engineers, depending on skis and

Sledges, build up the snow roads in order that the flow of supplies can bo

maintained.

/High altitude
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High altitude expeditions in arctic or semi-arctic conditions require specialised

food, and although these men are encouraged' to cat little and often, non-commissioned

officers ensure that the men 1 ® rations are fully consumed, as high altitudes are in-

clined to have a depressing effect on a man, and he becomes disinclined to face a squar

meal. The men's food consists of an arctic pack of pomican, porridge oats, cheese,

biscuits, chocolate, and very sweetened tea.. At these altitudes there is a constant

desire to bo sudtjyjg or nibbling; the chocolate and the biscuits satisfy this desire.

Blizzards have often mode the training very real and dangerous, necessitating

rescues of men who have lost their way or have stumbled, perhaps due to snow-blindness

or frost-bitej and nary mon could ro-tcll some exciting experiences of rescue work.

During bliznard conditions sentries have to be changed every 20 minutes, but except

when the conditions wore too severe training continued at all times, either in largo

scale exercises, or by patrolling, and firing with live ammunition.

In mountain warfare early information about the enemy is of vital importance as

the nature of the country makes it difficult to move reserves, or to deploy troops to

counter enemy attacks. Specialist scout and reconnaissance bodies therefore, form an

Important part of the organisation. Although the reconnaissance parties are instructed

so avoid combat if possible, they arc nevertheless, equipped to be able to fight for

their information and arc 100# ski troops. They can also fulfil the role of assault

broops in an emergency. The* scouts are trained to operate at altitudes up to many

thousand feet, and are so equipped as to be independent of any form of mechanised trans-

Port. Their role is primarily the disruption of energy communications, and arc particu-

larly adapted for feidc outflanking movements.

In equipping these mountain and snow troops, and in particular in clothing thorn,

given
much valuable,assistance has boen/by British and Norwegian arctic explorers. Many

now developments ore now incorporated in the equipment* and many changes have boon made

in the light of experience gained during training under the most realistic battle

conditions. The design of the primus stovo mow used by these troops wca developed at

the suggestion of the- troops themselves, and the Yukon pack has been redesigned in a

now form. Sledges have been specially designed for casualties, motor-cycles h&vc boon

adapted with outriggers for transport purposes, and a unique and novel chemical hot water

bottle has also appeared amongst the equipment. Here then are British troops specially

caned and specially equipped to fight on the top of the worJd*

?TLITAgYjuWIRS (photographs may ho obtained through B I P p Aj*
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MEDITERRANEAN COMMAND COMMUNIQUE

September

Allied H.Q,

Allied light coastal craft continued to harass enemy convoys moving

close inshore in the G-ulf cf G-enoa* Two engagements took place on the

night of 16/17 September, an ”F” lighter being sunk on each occasion.

In each case there was heavy return fire from the enemy which caused no

casualties and only superficial damage to one boat. Thanks to these

constant and successful attacks the Germans are finding it more and more

difficult to supply their armies by sea..

Allied. Armies in Italy: The day has again been characterized by

extremely heavy fighting in the Central and. Adriatic sectors of the front

of the Allied Armies in Italy.

American troops of the Fifth Army have made significant gains north

of Florence and have captured another key feature, Monte Pratcne*

In the Adriatic sector British and Canadian troops of the Eighth Army

have considerably enlarged their bridgehead over the River Marano and have

captured the villages of Cerasolo and Faetano.

Medium forces of escorted, heavy bombers yesterday attacked rail yards

bridges in north eastern Yugoslavia and Central Hungary*

Medium bombers and fighter-bembers were active against rail end road

communications in the Po Valley, as well as troop concentrations, gun

positions and strong points in the battle area*

Coastal aircraft attacked shipping in the Gulf of Genoa and. the

Adriatic* Other aircraft attacked comunicat ions in Yugoslavia.

.From these operations, eleven of our aircraft are missing* Two

aircraft ore missing from operations on the night of 17/ 13th September.

M.A.A.F* flew over two thousand sorties yesterday*
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LONDON PAPERS - ROME; BREAKFAST TABLE - CAIRO; FOR TEA

Copies of all the morning newspapers printed in London were delivered

in Rome in time for breakfast the - same day this ‘week by a Dakota of R.A*F»-

T ransport Coma nd.

The aircraft carried .Air Commodore p’hitney Straight, >C*B«E« >

M.C. >A«F.C., Air-Officer Commanding a Transport Command Group in the

Middle East.

.Afterwards, the Dakota flew on and delivered other copies in Cairo

in time for tea. This is the first time London’s newspapers have been in

Rome on the morning of the day of publication.

Editors and publishers offered their full co-operot ion and the

papers, which came off the presses after midnight, were rushed to an

airfield in the London area and put aboard the Air Commodore’s aircraft*
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Air Ministry Communique Air Ministry No. 15687

Shortly after noon on September 15th, a fcscc of Lancasters of

R.A.F. Bomber Command, without fighter coves, and without loss, made

a surprise attack with 12,000 lb. bombs, on the Tirpitz,which is lying

in the Norwegian fjord of Kaa.

Visibility was excellent, but because of an intense smoke screen

it was difficult to assess the results of the bombing.
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THREE E-BOATS SUNK

While on offensive patrol, off the Belgian coast last night, the

frigate H.M.S. STAYNER (Lieutenant A.V. Turner, R.N.V.R., in company

with light coastal forces under the command of Lieutenant J.F. Humphreys,

R.N.V.R., encountered a force of three E-boats in a position about

21 miles north of Dunkirk,

The enemy.was engaged with gunfire, and during a brisk engagement

one of the E-boats was hit repeatedly, stopped and finally sunk by

H.M.S. STAYNER*

Meanwhile, the remaining two E-boats attempted to escape at

speed in a north-easterly direction, but they were intercepted and

engaged by H.M. M.T.Bs,

During this action, -which was fought at such close range that some

of the M.T>Bs guns could not be brought to beer, both E-boats were sunk*
I

A number of survivors were picked up by H.M#S* STAINER and me.de .

prisoner of war*

All H.M# ships returned safely to harbour, one having suffered a

small number of casualties# The next of kin ore being informed as soon

as possible#

ADMIRALTY
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THE AEdBOBNE LANDINGS

From .oalter Cronkite for the Combine;. Press.

The Germans facing entrap'.rent in Eastern Holland this morning opened an

attempted counter-attack drive through this American border.

The Nazi attack began with sporadic engagements by apparently isolated units

which were cut off and were trying to find a way home. By noon however,

as wore of these detachments Joined the fight there was evidence that the Nazis were

be winning to secure organ!sati.n.

They were bringing up heavy artillery -105s, and 155 s *in addition to 88

nortars#

Presently the main German effort was over a rough two*;.iile semi-circle through

wooded area where this unit ori.gina.lly landed.

There were also indications that the Germans on the border to the East might

be massing for a spear-head thrust westward in order to cut through British armour

already rolling north along the corridor hewed by the airborne troops.

It is reported here that a two-way thrust at an Allied column was shaping

up against the airiPrhc ‘limits including British and Poles engaged on the border.

There is heavy fighting within gunshot range of the German border.

5.H.A.E.5.
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■A
R.A.F. ATTACK THE TIRPITZ

After flying over 1,500 miles, a. picked force of Lancasters of R.A.P. Bomber

Command attacked, in daylight, on September 15th without fighter cover, the German

battleship Tirpitz which was lying in tho Norwegian fiord of Kaa. Most of the

Lancasters carried 12,000 lb bombs.

The crows wore given no special training - it was not necessary. For months

past, they have boon attacking some of tho most difficult targets in France - bridges*

U-Boa.t shelters, V-weapon sites. But they were very carefully briefed, and as eno

pilot said, "everything happened exactly as tho crews had expected - the Tirpitz wa.s

lying in the precise position they had been shown on the maps.”

The weather was" excellent, with only a few clouds over the fiord.

The Tirpitz was lying in Kaa fiord, an extension of the Alton fiord, and the

crews could see the ship clearly when they wore still some ton minutes away fron the

target. She was all alone but two destroyers wore parked outside the Fiord.

"I remember thinking, 'there she is, there she is,.”' a. pilot said, "and, even

while I was shouting this - I was so excited I didn't know I was talking - The Germans

began to put up a smoko screen."

"

The smoke screen appeared to have boon built on the land surroudning the Fiord and

as the Lancasters covered this last lap of their journey they could see the smoke spurting

fron the pipes.

"It was a tremendous exciting race between us and the Germans," said a pilot. "As

soon as they saw us they turned on all the taps and it was a race as to whether wc could

get over the Fiord before it was covered with smoko."

The Piord is an ordinary waterway which runs jaggodly into tho Norwegian coast. On

one side is a hill. The Lanca.sters come in up tho Fiord and, on both sides, anti-aircraft

guns opened up at them. The smoke was blowing across the Fiord by this time but the

leaders appeared to have reached it before the Germans succeeded in covering tho Tirpitz.

The first crows saw the Tirpitz itself. Those i .mediately behind, could, see its

super-structure protruding from the smoko*

"I had completely forgotten about the flak," a pilot said* "I just kept my eyes

on the Tirpitz* Then the first Lancaster got over her and the first bomb went down.

Before the smoke rose right over the Fiord, however, wo had marked the position of the

ship.
"I don’t know what the other crows did but we calculated the position of the Tirpitz

by its distance fron the hill, which stood up clearly and was the most prominent landmark.
My bomb-aimer re-set his bomb sight, and down the bombs wont. Wc knew that oven a. near

miss with a. 12,000 pounder would do great damage."
The smoke prevented the crowa. from seeing the results of their attack but more than

one pilot described how black and brown smoko forced its way up through the white smoke

made by the enemy. One pilot, too, described how, as he passed over the target area,
■chore was a sudden vivid red glow, too large to be from the explosion of even a 12,000

pounder.
M + + + + 4-
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AUSTRALIAN SHIP-BUSTING ACE DECORATED

One of Australia 1
s most successful ship-busters, the commanding officer

of a. R.A.A.F. "EloJcbeau" squadron, appears in today’s (Wednesday) awards list.

He is wing Commander J.N. Davenport, D.5.0., D.B.C*, of Blalcehurst, New South

Wales, who wins a bar to his D.N.C.

,7/Cdr. Davenport is the oldest flying member of this squadron, which was

originally the first R.A.A.F. bomber squadron formed in Britain. He was one

of the detachment from the squadron which flew to Russia in the autumn of 1942

with torpedo Hanpdcns and operated for two months in protection of the vital

AaHßtic convoys. U/Cdr. Davenport is one of three brothers, all flying with

the R.A.A.E, in Britain.

The citation says that much of the success obtained by his squadron on

anti-shipping sorties can be attributed to W/Cdr» Davenport’s brilliant and

courageous leadership. "His outstanding ability and personal example have

impressed all", it states.

Recently, 7//Cdr. Davenport displayed great courage on the ground when, despite

intense heat end cannon shells exploding all around him, he literally pulled

a pilot of a blazing Beaufighter out of his boots and carried him through

the flames to the ambulance.

Photo.grauph of W/Cdr. Davenport previously issued by P.N.A. (Ref. No. CH. 1J607)
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AIR MINISTRY AND MINISTRY OMCME SECURITY CQvLIUNIQUE

Early this morning, tho enemy* directed flying bombs against the

Southern Counties., including the London area. Damage and casualties

were caused.
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SUPER-FLYING BY ALBELiARLE TUG PILOTS ON AIRBORNE OPERATION

Although there was little opposition to the aircrcdt engaged on carrying

the First Allied Airborne Army to Holland, some of those hit by enemy flak

carried on under difficulties and the pilots concerned had to call on all the

skill at their command.

The.sta.tion commander of one Albemarle base flew on the operation with his

squadrons and witnessed a. remarka.ble feat of skill and airmanship.

He was flying in an Albemarle piloted by F/Lt, Sidney Horn, a. well known

Australian cricketer, when the glider they were towing was damaged and went out

of control. It swung wildly from side to side and each time it swung, F/Lt. Horn

had to make a compensating dive in the opposite direction.

This went on for nearly 40 miles and throughout the glider pilot, Staff

Sergeant despite his difficulties pleaded with Horn to get him to the landing

zone. Hom answered, "Hold on Bill we’ll get you there whatever happens."

Unfortunately the rope broke a.fter AO miles but Horn and the station

commander circled the spot and saw the local people run into the field and

help the glider pilot unload his glider.

Another Albemarle returned to base with a, hole in its wing and rudder

big enough for the pilot to crawl through. The pilot F/Lt. Boyer of Denham held

on to the controls with his navigator F/Lt.Croker of Bristol. By their combined

efforts they kept the aircraft and its towed glider under control for 70 miles

where they made a, perfect release over the landing zone and then returned

safely to base,
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BEAWIGHTERSATTACKEW 'CONVOY

BEAWIGHTERS ATTACK EW 'CONVOY

After flying 350 miles through cloud a strong force of Bea.ufigh.crs

of R.A.F. Coastal Command surprised shore defences and attacked a large

enemy merchant vessel, a small merchantman and two escorts in a

Norwegian fjord this evening#

The Beaufighters, equipped with rockets and cannon, were escorted

by Mosquitos# Following the attack the large-sized merchantman, believed

to have been a. troop ship, was seen to be on fire# She later turned to

starboard and beached herself.

One of the escorts was seen to be jettisoning oil# Rocket hits

were obtained on the other two vessels#

Heavy flak from the shore batteries was experienced. One Beaufighier

is missing.
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